Through photometric monitoring of the extended transit window of HD 97658b with the MOST space telescope, we have found that this exoplanet transits with an ephemeris consistent with that predicted from radial velocity measurements. The mid-transit times are 6σ earlier than those of the unverified transit-like signals reported in 2011, and we find no connection between the two sets of events. . Models suggest that a planet with our measured density has a rocky core that is enveloped in an atmosphere composed of lighter elements. The star of the HD 97658 system is the second brightest known to host a transiting super-Earth, facilitating folllow-up studies of this not easily daunted, warm and likely volatile-rich exoplanet.
Introduction
Transiting super-Earth exoplanets are an important and interesting class of planets to study for two main reasons: no super-Earths exist in the Solar System, and their masses and radii generally allow for a significant range of compositions. One way to home in on the composition of a super-Earth is by precisely determining its mass and radius. The Kepler mission has been extremely successful in finding super-Earths and measuring their radii with unprecedented precision. However, the majority of the stars hosting these planets are too faint to allow for the precise radial velocity (RV) measurements that most effectively determine the mass of an exoplanet. Spectroscopic observations of these exoplanets' atmospheres also require bright host stars. For these reasons, super-Earths transiting bright stars like HD 97658 are essential for the characterization of this class of exoplanet.
The planet orbiting the K1 dwarf HD 97658 was announced by Howard et al. (2011) with a minimum mass of 8.2 ± 1.2 M ⊕ and an orbital period of 9.494 ± 0.005 days. This potential super-Earth has already been photometrically searched for transits since its discovery. Transits announced in 2011 (Henry et al. 2011) were later shown to be spurious ) using high-precision MOST (Matthews et al. 2004 , Walker et al. 2003 photometry. G. Henry was also unable to confirm the transits with additional Automated Photometric Telescope (APT) photometry acquired during the 2012 observing season (private communication).
The MOST photometry that was used to reject those events only covered the RV transit window between 0.55 and 3.6σ of the predicted mid-transit time. We completed the coverage of the 3σ transit window by scheduling another set of MOST observations in April 2012, covering -3.7 to 1.5σ of the predicted RV transit window. We noticed an intriguing dip in this light curve, but were unable to follow it up because the star had left the satellite's Continuous Viewing Zone (CVZ). We were able to confirm that the candidate signal is real by re-visiting the system in 2013 and observing the signal at the expected time during four additional consecutive transit windows.
In this Letter we announce the discovery of HD 97658b transits, the depth of which indicates, together with the mass obtained from the RVs, that the planet is a super-Earth. We describe our data reduction procedure, our analysis of the photometry and our conclusions in the sections that follow.
Observations
For consistency, all our times for both the RV and photometric data sets are in BJD T DB (Eastman et al. 2010 ). Below we describe the two sets of observations.
Keck Radial Velocity Measurements
Since the publication of , we have obtained four new Keck HIRES RV measurements. These were acquired and reduced using the same techniques as in Howard et al. (2011) . We combined the new measurements with the existing radial velocities and excluded the same three outliers as in . In total, we used 171 radial velocities for the analysis described in Section 3. The full set of RVs are listed in Table 2 .
MOST Photometry
In an effort to monitor as much of the radial-velocity predicted transit window as possible and wrap up the search for transits of HD 97658b, we have acquired MOST observations of the system in addition to those published in . The first of these new data were acquired on April 11-12, 2012 and cover the RV transit window between approximately -3.7 and 1.5σ. This transit window was computed from the ephemeris reported in . A shallow dip can be seen at BJD of about 2456029.7 or approximately 1.1σ before the predicted mid-transit time. It was not possible to obtain further MOST photometry of the system in order to verify the repeatibility of this candidate before it left the satellite's CVZ. As soon as HD97658 re-entered the MOST CVZ in 2013 and we were able to interrupt primary target observations, we re-observed it during four transit windows based on the mid-transit time of the 2012 candidate. Those data were acquired on March 10, 19, 29 and April 7, 2013 . The exposure times were 1.5 s, and the observations were stacked on board the satellite in groups of 21 for a total integration time of 32 s per data point.
The light curves covering each transit window were reduced individually. The raw photometry was extracted using aperture photometry (Rowe et al. 2008) . Outliers more than 3σ from the mean of each light curve were clipped. The resulting magnitudes were then de-correlated from the sky background using 4th or 5th order polynomials, and from x and y position on the CCD using 2nd or 3rd order polynomials. After these steps, a straylight variation at the orbital period of the satellite remains. This variation is filtered by folding each light curve on this 101.4-minute period, computing a running average from this phased photometry, and removing the resulting waveform from the corresponding light curve.
The five light curves are shown in Figure 1 . The 2012 observations and the last set of 2013 observations were acquired when the star was on the edge of or slightly outside the CVZ. Therefore, a star in the CVZ had to be used as a switch target during part of every MOST orbit, leading to the gaps that are visible in each of those two light curves. The increasing flux portions at the beginning of the three middle light curves correlate with a sudden change in temperature of the pre-amp board. This occurs when the satellite switches between two targets that are far apart from each other on the sky.
Analysis
Every one of the five light curves shows a transit-like event, spaced by ≈9.49 d and occurring about 1.0σ earlier than the radial-velocity predicted mid-transit time. The first and last light curves suffered from increased scatter from straylight, and the instrument's pointing stability from one HD 97658 visit to the next (within a given light curve) is not optimized because of the alternating target setup. In addition, the last step of our reduction routine (the removal of straylight artifacts) is not as effective for interrupted light curves. Photometry during part of every MOST orbit is missing, and the re-constructed waveform is not as accurate as for continuous light curves. The effect also depends on the phase and fraction of the MOST orbit that is missing. This in turn affects the shape of shallow signals with durations on the order of one or a couple of satellite orbits.
As an additional check of the transits' authenticity, we have inspected the light curves of the two other stars in MOST's field of view of HD 97658. We do not observe any brightness variations in those two stars resembling the HD 97658b transits in either duration or phase.
Before fitting the data, we quantified the correlated noise present in the light curves by following the method described in Winn et al. (2011) with minor modifications. We binned the photometry using bin sizes between 5 and 60 minutes and compared the rms of each binned light curve to that of the unbinned time series. We multiplied the photometric uncertainties by 2.5, the largest ratio found between the binned and unbinned standard deviations.
We fit the data with EXOFAST (Eastman et al. 2013 ), a MCMC algorithm that can simultaneously model RVs and photometry. We used a modified version of the algorithm which employs Yonsei-Yale isochrones (Yi et al. 2001; Demarque et al. 2004 ) together with spectroscopically derived values for stellar effective temperature (T ef f ) and metallicity ([F e/H]), as well as the transit photometry to constrain the stellar parameters. We used T ef f = 5119 ± 44K and [F e/H] = −0.3 ± 0.03 from Henry et al. (2011) . The algorithm uses the values and uncertainties of these two parameters to determine the stellar mass and radius via isochrone analysis, the uncertainties of which then propagate to the planetary mass and radius. Therefore it is important that the uncertainties on T ef f and [F e/H] are not underestimated. When comparing values from different catalogs, there is evidence that uncertainties on individual metallicity estimates are often underestimated (Hinkel & Kane 2013) . Further, we found that the values of these two parameters differ by 1-2σ between Howard et al. (2011) and Henry et al. (2011) . Therefore, we scaled these uncertainties upwards, to 80 K for the effective temperature and to 0.08 dex for the metallicity, for the EXOFAST fit.
We fit the photometry together with the RVs to ensure the two data sets were consistent with each other. We carried out one run using all five transits, and another using only the three continuous transits. The former run resulted in a planetary radius just over 1σ shallower than the latter run. For the reasons discussed at the beginning of this section, we chose to use the results from the run based only on the continuous transits for the remainder of this Letter.
It has been shown (Winn et al. 2011 ) that the MOST reduction pipeline can sometimes suppress the depth of a transit signal. We have carried out a transit injection and recovery test to quantify this effect for the HD 97658 time series. Simulated limb-darkened transits corresponding to a planet with radius 2.23 R ⊕ (the value obtained from the EXOFAST fit) were inserted in the raw photometry at 100 randomly distributed orbital phases overlapping with out-of-transit sections of the three continuous light curves. The photometry containing the simulated transits was then reduced following the same steps as for the unmodified photometry. The depths of the recovered transits were on average suppressed by 10%, corresponding to a 5% suppression in the planetary radius. We increased the planetary radius output by EXOFAST by this percentage, and adjusted the planetary density accordingly.
The final values for the stellar and planetary parameters of this fit are listed in Table  1 . The folded transit based on the three continuous light curves, binned in 5-min bins, is shown in Figure 2 . To produce the phased time series, we omitted the first 0.1 days of each light curve which were affected by the temperature change described at the end of Section 2.2.
We note that we find the uncertainties on the planetary radius are only 13% larger than if the unscaled photometric uncertainties were used. This indicates that the uncertainty in the stellar radius is the dominating factor on the precision to which we can measure the planet's size with the current data. The stellar mass and radius obtained from the EXOFAST fit are in excellent agreement with those quoted in Henry et al. (2011) . Our value of a/R is consistent with the value of this ratio derived using a from the RVs alone and R . Finally, the value of logg determined by EXOFAST from the photometry and stellar parameters (4.618 
Discussion
We have carried out a search for transits of HD 97658b throughout its 3σ RV-predicted transit window. We have discovered that the planet does cross the disk of its host star, allowing us to measure its size and therefore its density. The transits we have detected occur approximately 6σ earlier than the transit-like signals reported in Henry et al. (2011) and our derived planetary radius is >3σ smaller. For these reasons, we conclude that the transits announced in this paper bear no connection to the previously announced transitlike signals. We note that propagating our mid-transit time backward to spring of 2011 indicates that transits are predicted to have occurred around 05h00 ± 3 h (local time at APT site) immediately before the nights during which Henry et al. (2011) observed the transit-like signals. So while there is a chance they could have observed the true transits, their photometric precision would most likely not have allowed the detection of the ≈ 1000 ppm deep transits.
HD 97658b has a radius of 2.34
+0.18
−0.15 R ⊕ , slightly larger than that of 55 Cnc e (Winn et al. 2011) . Figure 3 shows the mass and radius of HD 97658b relative to those of other known transiting super-Earths. Its density of 3.44
suggests the planet is probably not solely rocky. If it is composed of a rocky core, this core is most likely surrounded by an atmosphere of volatiles, by which we mean planetary ingredients lighter than just rock and iron. The mass and radius of HD 97658b are very similar to those of Kepler-68b, a planet in a multiple system with a period of 5.4 days (Gilliland et al. 2013) . Of the two, HD 97658b is significantly less irradiated, a characteristic which supports the existence of light elements such as hydrogen or helium in its atmosphere. Indeed, its zero-albedo equilibrium temperature is ∼1030 K assuming no heat redistribution, and ∼ 730 K for even heat redistribution. However, the measured density of this super-Earth is also consistent with a water planet.
HD 97658b is the second super-Earth known to transit a very bright (V = 7.7) star. Figure 4 shows the orbital period of known transiting planets as a function of the magnitude of their host star. Of the now three exoplanets in sparsely populated upper right area of the diagram, HD 97658b is the only super-Earth. It is enlightening to study how the structure and composition of warm super-Earths differs from those of their hotter counterparts. The brightness of HD 97658 makes this exoplanet system ideal for such investigations. We encourage follow-up observations of this system to more precisely constrain the planet's physical parameters and to begin probing its atmosphere. In fact, HD 97658b is an ideal candidate for atmospheric characterization with JWST (Seager et al. 2009; Shabram et al. 2011) .
More exoplanets will be found to transit bright stars through systematic photometric monitoring of known RV planets by projects such as the MOST and Spitzer super-Earth transit searches. The Transit Ephemeris Refinement and Monitoring Survey (TERMS; Kane et al. 2009; ) in particular will help further populate the upper right corner of Figure 4 by searching for transits of RV planets with intermediate and long periods.
We have learned from the Kepler mission that super-Earths exist in multiple planet systems. We believe it is worthwhile to continue the radial velocity monitoring of the HD 97658 system in order to search for additional planetary companions.
To close, the 4% a priori transit probability of HD 97658b reminds us of the impartial nature of statistics: all probabilities, no matter how small, count in the race toward the 100 percent.
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